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g! Innovative!pedagogy! - Take!advantage!of!the!design!process,!building!and!maintenance!work!for!authentic!learning!activities,!
inquiry,!problem!solving!and!artwork!
- Student!journals,!video!updates,!discoveries!and!tips!about!the!new!space!!
- Experiment!with!different!spaces!and!groupings!
- Shift!mobile!furniture!and!shelving!to!open!up!different!spaces!
- Encourage!students!to!explore!and!create!temporary!social!and!private!spaces!
- Play!with!names!and!metaphors!for!!different!spaces!!!!!!
Re
im
ag
in
in
g!
Looking!forwards!
!
!
!
!
!
Evaluating!and!evidence!
gathering!
!
!
Using!evidence!productively!
!
!
Sharing!experiences!and!
evidence!
Learning!for!designing!
!
Reflection!
- Keep!imagining!refinements!and!new!initiatives!!!
- Keep!the!collaborative!partnerships!alive,!plan!strategically!
- Keep!informed!of!!emerging!technologies!and!associated!learning!and!teaching!approaches,!through!
professional!reading,!conferences,!visits!to!other!school!libraries!
- Keep!up!to!date!with!latest!design!thinking!(general!and!school@related)!through:!professional!and!
research!journals,!web!sites,!blogs,!twitter!etc!
- Conduct!regular!formal!and!informal!evaluations!of!the!library!space!and!the!ways!it!is!being!used;!ask!
students,!teachers,!parents,!principals!for!ideas!
- Update!knowledge!and!practice!by!undertaking!action!research!or!other!collaborative!projects!with!
colleagues!at!own!school!!or!elsewhere!!
- Use!this!evidence!to!address!design!problems,!make!improvements,!introduce!new!initiatives!
- Use!this!evidence!to!support!applications!for!funding!to!enhance!the!space!and!its!uses!
- Use!this!evidence!to!advocate!for!enhanced!school!libraries!!!
- Share!your!own!designing!experiences!and!seek!feedback!and!further!inspiration!through:!writing!
journal!articles,!creating!and!contributing!to!blogs,!presenting!at!conferences!and!PD!events!
- Extend!your!designing!knowledge!and!expertise!through!formal!postgraduate!study!or!community@
based!learning!opportunities!!
- Continue!to!ponder!the!questions:!Who%is%valued%here?%What%is%valued%here?%How%could%this%space%be%
further%developed%to%enhance%learning%and%teaching?%!
!
